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ABSTRACT
During recent years power optimisation has become one of
the most challenging design goals in modern communication
systems, particularly in the wireless domain. Many different
approaches for task scheduling on single or multi-core sys-
tems exist, mostly addressing the minimisation of execution
time or the number of processors used. The minimisation of
the processor’s clock frequency by adjusting the supply volt-
age or directly by frequency scaling according to the chosen
task scheduling has shown good results in the reduction of
power consumption. Most of the known approaches base
their core algorithms on graph representations for multi-
rate systems or synchronous data flow (SDF) graphs, in a
single frequency domain. In many cases a signal process-
ing system comprises several frequency domains, in which
processes have to be fired according to their in- and output
data rates as well as to their frequency domain. In this work
the superposition of frequency domains and data dependen-
cies is incorporated into the optimisation process and used
as a another degree of freedom. Several algorithms have
been implemented and evaluated to minimise the required
processor’s clock frequency, including a greedy, a simulated
annealing, as well as a tabu search approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth in the class of portable systems,

such as mobile phones, handhelds and personal computing
devices, demands both high computational performance and
low power consumption. Due to the fact that the acquisi-
tions of battery technology have not kept up with the semi-
conductor industry, minimising power consumption became
the primary design goal. Such systems also require high de-
sign flexibility, which results in the need for implementation
on programmable processor platforms. In fact, embedded
software running on RISC or digital signal processor (DSP)
cores has emerged as a leading implementation methodol-
ogy for such applications as speech coding, modem func-
tionality, video compression, and communication protocol
processing [6].

The average power consumption of CMOS circuits is given
by P ∝ CVDD

2f , where C is the collective switching ca-
pacitance, VDD is the supply voltage and f is the common
switching frequency [8]. Dynamic voltage or frequency scal-
ing techniques are effective ways to reduce the CPU power.
With both methods a trade-off between performance and
power has to be considered. Lowering the frequency imme-
diately affects the computation speed, whereas reducing the
supply voltage increases the circuit delay and is often cou-
pled with lower clock frequencies. Hence both ideas have
to deal with longer execution times of their respective tasks
and its potential violation of timing constraints.

The proposed power optimisation engine addresses a cus-
tomary SoC, consisting of a DSP capable either of variable
voltage supply or of clock frequency scaling, a number of
HW accelerators, a system RAM and one or more system
busses. The power dissipation of the components is in gen-
eral very much affected by the applications running on the
system. But since a predominant contingent of a SoC’s over-
all power consumption is always spent for the DSP core [10,
5], we concentrate our endeavours on the minimisation of
the core’s power consumption.

To enlighten the location of the discussed optimisation
method within the design flow, a brief description of the
general development stages is given: the design process of
embedded systems usually starts at the so-called algorith-
mic level where the initial concept of the system is turned
into an executable model and high-level specifications of the
system are verified [21]. Development at this stage of the
design process is aided by such tools as MathWorks Mat-
lab, CoWare SPW, or Synopsys CoCentric System Studio.
The design space exploration, i.e. architecture selection in-



teracting with hw/sw partitioning [16] and floating-point to
fixed-point conversion [4], has decomposed the algorithmic
description into a process graph, analysed interprocess com-
munication and flagged the processes to be implemented
preferably in either HW or SW. At the backend of this pro-
cedure, when the target architecture with one or even more
processor cores is the favoured solution, the processor selec-
tion starts. At this stage parts of the design, i.e. subgraphs
of the process graph, are selected to get dedicated HW ac-
celerators, others are flagged to run on a DSP or a general
purpose processor. Now the selected SW processes have to
be mapped onto one or more DSP candidates, while fulfill-
ing all the constraints, such as data rate dependencies and
execution time, and simultaneously minimising power con-
sumption. A number of approaches has been published to
solve this problem optimally. The following section demon-
strates some of these methods and clarifies the contribution
of our work in this field. The rest of the paper is organised
as follows. Sec. 2 describes the decomposition of a signal
processing system into multi-frequency domain graphs and
the resulting constraints. It is followed by Sec. 3 exposing
a new problem abstraction and the implemented minimisa-
tion algorithms. Results of the proposed methods are shown
in Sec. 4 with several randomly generated graphs and the
application to an industry-designed xDSL device. Finally,
conclusions of the paper are drawn in Sec. 5.

1.1 Related Work
Early suggestions to dynamically adapt the supply voltage

to temperature and process parameters were made in [19],
and the approach in [20] considered data-dependent com-
putation times in self-timed circuits. The idea of data-
dependent computation times, as it occurs often in signal
processing, was enhanced in [7] towards synchronously clock-
ed circuits. When average throughput is the metric of per-
formance, buffering of data and averaging processing rate
yields significant power reduction, but increases latency [11].
Because of the averaging these approaches cannot cope with
strong task interdependencies and hard timing requirements.

Voltage scaling techniques considering static or dynamic
interprocess dependencies could be found in [13, 22]. They
act on operating system level via SW interfaces and use
either prior knowledge of the application’s processor load
(static) or produce predictions for the application’s demands
based on load measurements in the past (dynamic). The
dynamic scheduling approaches are very much suited for
complex applications handling vast control structures, inter-
rupts, and user interaction, which hinder an a priori schedul-
ing. The static approaches use complete application knowl-
edge, to trigger fixed process schedules according to certain
system states, which is appropriate for more data flow ori-
ented signal processing on DSPs.

A very similar approach with respect to the basic idea of
the time interval spreading is the work presented in [23].
Processing time is split into small time intervals of 10 to
50 ms and the task scheduler modifies the clock frequency
according to the processor load of the preceding time inter-
val. The power saving is reached by spreading busy cycles
over a time span, in which the processor would have been in
idle mode. This is a dynamic approach as well, whereas we
focus on signal processing systems with a set of pre-known
execution modes, for all of which we create minimum power
schedules, while satisfying all timing constraints.

2. PRELIMINARIES
As stated before this optimisation method is an integral

part of the design space exploration process to find a task
schedule with the minimum power consumption while satis-
fying all timing constraints. Thus the first step is to analyse
and decompose the system description into an SDF graph
and assigning the timing constraints to the processes. The
next step is the extension of the graph towards the concept
of multi-frequency domains and its formulation into further
constraints.

2.1 Digital Signal Processing Systems as SDF
Graphs

The concept of SDF graphs for signal processing systems
was developed and used extensively by Lee and Messer-
schmitt [18] and later by Zivojnovic [24]. This represen-
tation accomplished the backbone of renowned signal pro-
cessing work suites, e.g. Ptolemy [17] or SPW [3]. It cap-
tures precisely multiple invocations of processes and their
data dependencies, thus it is most suitable to serve as a sys-
tem model, in which process computation time as well as
interprocess communication time is considered. In Fig. 1 a

Figure 1: Simple example of a synchronous data
flow graph.

simple example of an SDF graph G = (V, E) is depicted,
assembled by a set of vertices V = {v1, .., v4} and a set of
edges E = {e1, .., e4}. The numbers on the tail of each edge
ei represent the number of samples produced per invocation
of the vertex at the edge’s tail. The numbers on the head
of each edge indicate the number of samples consumed per
invocation of the vertex at the edge’s head. The decompo-
sition of the system under investigation into an SDF graph
depends heavily on the chosen level of granularity. We as-
sume a vertex to be a sequential code block, also referred to
as process, like a distinct matched filter function (e.g. DCT,
FIR). As our focus lies on processes completely running on
a DSP, the interprocess communication is realised as read
or write instructions via shared memory and hence can be
added to the process’ computation time.

All the following considerations take place in the SDFG
representation of the system. Note that the decomposition
of a system desciption into an SDF graph representation has
been fully automated within our overall design framework
for algorithmic descriptions developed in the COSSAP en-
vironment [15] and for general SystemC designs [12], which
enables its feasibility for Synopsys CCSS as well.

2.2 Multi-Frequency Domain Graphs
Many digital signal processing systems contain more than

one frequency domain. For instance a typical digital trans-
ceiver is composed of processes running at a high carrier
frequency, usually more than one intermediate frequency,



and a baseband processing frequency [9]. Those intertwin-
ing domains and the additional constraints brought into the
scheduling problem are presented in the remaining section.
Fig. 2a illustrates a small example of an SDF Graph, run-

Figure 2: Multi-Frequency Domain Graph (a), in-
valid (b) and valid schedule (c).

ning on a DSP, with two frequency domains. Every single
process is annotated with its cycle count. The two domains
are connected by a Decimation and an Hold block han-
dling the different sample rates. The processes on 256kHz
have hard real time constraints, i.e. A has to consume
one sample exactly at a rate of f1 = 256kHz, for in-
stance reading from a register, which the antenna subsystem
(peripheral) writes to. The last process C in this domain
has to deliver one sample with f1, as the antenna subsys-
tem expects a new value to appear at this rate. The pro-
cesses X and Z of the second domain run at a frequency
of f2 = 128kHz, but they are allowed to be scheduled
freely within their domain. Consequently the SDFG in the
128kHz domain has to be executed once within a time win-
dow of t2 = 1/f2 = 7.82µs. According to the periodicity of
the schedule one can abstract the different sample rates f1

and f2 as time bins. Note that the length of the processes
is measured in cycle counts, and the processor’s clock fre-
quency cf determines the maximum number of cycle counts
within such a bin. Assume a processor offers two frequen-
cies of cf1 = 16MHz and cf2 = 32MHz. cf1 would allow
for a bin size cf1/f1 = 16MHz/256kHz = 62 cycles cal-
culated for the 256kHz domain; analogously 32Mhz would
allow for 125 cycles being performed. Now we observe a su-
perposition of timing constraints. It is not ensured that a
schedule satisfying the interprocess data dependencies, i.e.
the process ordering, is also valid according to the sample

rate constraint. Fig. 2b depicts a schedules with a proces-
sor offering a perfect clock frequency, such that the system’s
overall cycle count of 117 cycles could be computed within
7.82µs. In Fig. 2b, the second activation of process A vio-
lates its hard real time constraint. As A has to be fired at
exactly 256kHz a simple reordering of the processes doesn’t
solve the problem. In Fig. 2c the next higher clock frequency
has to be chosen. In this example at least the second bin is
completely filled. Note, normally the clock frequency scaling
does not enable such a fine grained control.

In this simple example the selection of a new clock fre-
quency and a refilling into the bins is rather trivial. But
when we consider the fact that realistic multi-frequency graphs
have more than two domains and, more importantly, every
domain easily consists of up to twenty processes with several
activations, this task becomes extraordinarily complex.

As said before it is realistic to choose a clock, which is
higher than the optimal one, since customary DSPs offer a
stepwise adjustment of their frequency. Examples are Intel’s
80200 XScale [1] or the Transmeta Crusoe SE family [2]. In
other words the available number of cycle counts within ev-
ery time bin yields a degree of freedom to move the contained
processes as there is more time, i.e. cycles, than needed. A
more detailed description will be given in the following sec-
tion.

3. OPTIMISATION ALGORITHMS
Before the algorithms are examined in detail, the problem

abstraction into the Bin Packing terminology will be briefly
introduced. As shown in Sec. 2.2 the existence of the strict
real time constraints of one or more processes leads to a
situation, in which the time spectrum is divided into time
bins. These have to be filled with processes according to
their frequency domain as well as to their SDF graph de-
pendency, as it is illustrated in Fig. 3a. In this example

Figure 3: Multi frequency SDF Graph (a) and its
abstraction into bin filling(b).

there are three frequency domains coupled by factor two,
thus yielding four time bins. The critical constraint is here
given by process A, which has to be the first process in every
bin obeying a sample rate of 256kHz. The initial schedule
is generated as follows (Fig. 3 b): the distribution of the
processes A,B,C is trivial (step 1). Every bin has to contain
exactly once the schedule list of the SDFG of the highest
frequency domain. For further consideration this part of
the schedule is static and therefore drawn patterned. Step 2



distributes the invocations of the processes within the mid-
dle frequency domain over their respective bin ranges, the
first invocation of X,Y,Z in 0 to 1 and the second invoca-
tion in 2 to 3. The third step repeats the procedure for the
lowest frequency domain over the bin range = 0..3. These
steps serve as the preparation for the last optimisation step
4, which moves processes from bin to bin to find a better so-
lution. This solution consists of a packing of processes into
bins, such that the bin size of the most filled bin, BSmax, is
minimised. Once this solution BSmax has been found, the
minimum required clock frequency cfmin is computable by
cfmin = BSmax × fmax, where fmax is the maximum oc-
curring frequency, here 256kHz. As stated in Sec. 2.2, the
processors do not offer a continuous space frequency scal-
ing. Therefore the next higher available clock frequency of
the processor will be selected.

Note that for the following optimisation engines a cost
function has been used that does not only consider a lower
BSmax as better solution, but considers the size of all other
bins provided that BSmax is unaltered. Indeed there exist
more promising bin packing solutions than others, although
featured by the same BSmax. Assume a solution S1 with the
maximum bin size BSmax and the smaller bin sizes of all
other bins are similar on a fair fill level. Contrarily another
solution S2 of the same problem instance contains some
other bin sizes of smaller but rather similar size as BSmax

and some others with much smaller bin sizes. Intuitively
we observe that solution S2 is more promising for further
optimisation steps, since it is more likely that the processes
in the maximum filled bin can fit into one of those very
little filled. This finer difference between solutions Si can
be formulated into the following target function, which then
has to be maximised:

t(S) =
1

N

N−1X
i=0

BSS
i 6=BSmax

�
BSS

i

BSmax

�2

(1)

Where S is the solution to be evaluated, N is the number of
bins, and BSS

i is the bin size of the ith bin in solution S. As
soon as BSmax is diminished by the optimisation, it is set
to the new value. In the following sections three different
optimisation methods are introduced.

3.1 Greedy Algorithm
The most intuitive approach to improve a given schedule

solution is certainly to design an algorithm, which takes ev-
ery process consecutively into consideration. The algorithm
tries to move it to another bin and accepts the move, if it
yields an improvement in the target function. Fig. 4 de-
picts a simple but typical situation. On the left an SDFG is
shown with four processes and all sample rates equal to one.
For these the bins i..i + 3 are potential candidates. Busy
cycles occupied by processes of other frequency domains are
considered static in this iteration step and therefore greyed.
Starting with process A, the algorithm checks if bin i + 1 is
valid, i.e. firstly is it a member of A’s bin range, secondly
does bin i not contain a successor B,C,D of A? Is i+1 valid,
the cost function is evaluated. In this case, there is no im-
provement and bin i+2 is not valid for A. The next process
is B, which will be moved to bin i, because i is then better
filled than i+1 was, while not exceeding BSmax. The same
will be true for process C, which is moved to i as well. Until
now there wasn’t any decrease in BSmax, but cost improve-

ments regarding the target function. When trying to move
process D, all preceding bins i..i+2 are valid and bin i+1 is
chosen, now yielding a lower BSmax. This greedy approach
is repeated for all processes in all frequency domains (ex-
cept the highest one, whose processes are static), until no
improvement could be found.

Figure 4: Process movement between bins improving
target function in equation (1).

3.2 Tabu Search (TS)
TS is a mathematical optimisation method, belonging to

the class of local search techniques. In general it enhances
the performance of a local search method by using mem-
ory structures. A TS approach is immediately derivable
from the most appalling weakness of the greedy algorithm,
which gets easily caught in local optima. Every process ac-
tivation in the schedule list handles a data structure con-
taining a list of all the bins, in which it had been placed
during the last iterations - the tabu list. The included bins
are forbidden for a next move selection. The rather simple
mechanism forces processes to leave their last bin at least
a few times according the parameter adjustment. Thus a
control structure is established, which overcomes many lo-
cal optima. The performance of this approach is very much
dependent on the parameter set, such as the initial tabu list
length (tll) for every process and the adaptive decreasing of
the tll according to the progress of the algorithm. In the
small example in Fig. 4 it is evident that a tll ≥ 3 doesn’t
make much sense, as the potential bin range is limited to 4.
Since the number of potential bin candidates for a certain
process increases with multiples of the coupling factors be-
tween frequency domains, it is reasonable to couple the tll to
the bin number that is available for the currently processed
frequency domain. Different sets of parameters have been
tested, showing best results regarding to convergence speed
in a tll being the integral part of one fourth of the available
bin number. The stepsize to decrement the tll for every pro-
cess has been chosen to tlli+1 = tlli − 1/2 per iteration i.
By this means the TS degenerates to a greedy search. Since
the best seen schedule so far has been stored, of course, the
decrement mechanism is only applied while the algorithm
generates better results, thus leaving enough freedom to re-
turn to better solutions and avoiding to converge to minor
quality schedules.

3.3 Simulated Annealing (SA)
SA is a generic probabilistic heuristic approach for the

global optimisation problem, namely locating a good ap-
proximation to the global optimum of a given function in a
large search space [14]. As the TS before, the SA control
structure avoids to be trapped in local optima by accepting
worse solutions with a certain probability. This probability
decreases as the algorithms proceeds. As the roots of SA lie
in metallurgy we use in the following the classical terms like
energy E and temperature T . Note that energy E is the



inverse of our target function, because SA tries to decrease
energy, whereas we want to increase this metric. The proba-
bility of making the movement to the new bin, i.e. generat-
ing a new solution Snew, is a probability function P (δE, T )
of the energy difference δE = E(Snew) − E(Sbest) between
the two solutions, and of a global time-varying parameter
called the temperature T . As stated before P is defined
non-zero, even if δE is positive, meaning that a solution
could be accepted even when it is worse. While the optimi-
sation proceeds, T goes to 0, so that P (δE, T ) tends to 1 for
better and to 0 for worse solutions. Obviously the crucial
parameter is T , since it defines the annealing strategy, i.e.
the decreasing probability of accepting worse solutions. In
our case the initial temperature T0 = Tinit is chosen quite
intuitively to be the first BSmax, which is then decreased
Ti+1 = αTi by the factor α = 0.9 per iteration i, forcing
the algorithm to converge. For the probability the classical

formula is used Pi = e
−δEi

Ti .

4. RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the viability of employing the

power optimisation on realistic DSP designs, as well as to
investigate the relative performance of its three optimisa-
tion techniques, an industrial DSP design as well as several
randomly generated multi-frequency graphs were chosen as
a test environment.

The realistic DSP design used in this work is an embed-
ded system xDSL transceiver, which implements ADSL and
VDSL on one chip. It consists of four frequency domains
from 256kHz down to 8kHz and is comprised of 25 pro-
cesses that are mainly wave digital filters, FIR filters and
MAC processes. For one system run, which is periodically
repeated, 131 different process activations are required. 67
of these process activations are not in the highest frequency
domain and are free to be distributed over up to 32 bins.

The randomly generated test designs TDi are described
accordingly by their number of frequency domains, number
of bins, number of movable process activations, and a lower
bound to the size of their search space. The cycle counts
of the processes lie between 6 (e.g. MAC) and 45 (e.g. 15
tap FIR). Their internal SDFGs are chosen to be sparse, i.e.
the number of edges has the same order of magnitude as the
number of vertices/processes (G = (V, E) with O(|E|) =
O(|V |)), which is in general the case for signal processing
systems. Table 1 lists the characteristics of the test designs.

Design Frequency Bins Movable process Search space
Domains activations (Lower Bound)

TD1 2 8 19 1.37 ∗ 105

TD2 3 32 50 1.55 ∗ 1022

xDSL 4 32 67 4.61 ∗ 1024

TD3 4 64 120 1.36 ∗ 1063

TD4 5 128 240 3.39 ∗ 10145

Table 1: Test design characteristics.

The next Table 2 gives the results obtained by applying
the three optimisation techniques to the five designs. The
rows correspond to the Greedy, the TS and the SA approach,
the columns are the designs listed. The elements of the ta-
ble are the maximal bin sizes BSmax, which the algorithms
found. The last row Optimum lists the lower bounds for
the optimal solution. This lower bound is calculated by

the sum over all process invocations of the respective sys-
tem divided by its number of bins. As expected the worst

Algorithm TD1 TD2 xDSL TD3 TD4
Greedy 66 179 266 251 438

Tabu Search 57 152 219 206 359
SA 57 152 219 197 351

Optimum 50 141 204 184 339
(Lower bound)

Table 2: Minimum bin sizes for BSmax, found by the
optimisation algorithms.

results are obtained by the Greedy algorithm. As stated
previously its movement mechanism gets trapped immedi-
ately when it has to perform two successive process moves
to improve the target function. Hence it is very sensitive to
the initial schedule. In the two biggest examples this has
dramatic influence on the minimal bin size and hence on
the possible power saving. Remember the power consump-
tion increases linearly with the frequency, thus the possible
power savings for the test design TD3 between Greedy and
SA approach due to the minimum frequency is 22%. TS and
SA achieved very much the same performance regarding the
BSmax result. In the first three designs both returned the
same result. The difference lies in their computation time
due to their convergence behaviour. Note that for smaller
designs the distance to the lower bound is much higher in
percentage (14% for SA applied to TD1) for all algorithms
than for the bigger designs (3.5% for SA applied to TD4).
The cause is that the granularity of the process computation
times is very coarse in comparison to the lower bound value
for small designs.

Algorithm TD1 TD2 xDSL TD3 TD4
Greedy 0.13 0.25 0.41 3.61 9.82

Tabu Search 0.64 4.97 4.48 31.9 145.2
SA 0.89 3.86 4.35 28.8 131.5

Table 3: Computation time in sec. of the three opti-
misation methods for all test designs.

Table 3 lists the computation times in sec. for all designs
and algorithms. The computation time examination exposes
better convergence for the SA algorithm for bigger prob-
lem instances compared to the TS. The worse computation
time performance of the TS is due to the fact that the lo-
cal search space for one process to move to another bin is
already highly limited within the presented scenarios, be-
cause of the process’s frequency and data rate dependency.
In Figure 5 the typical convergence behaviour is plotted for
an instance of the biggest test design TD4. Especially in the
beginning phase of the TS a part of the available bins for a
process is blocked in any case, even when the improvement
gain is tremendous. Whereas the probability function of the
SA approach gives always the possibility to generate better
solutions. Certainly the initial tabu list length parameter
holds responsible for the worse convergence behaviour. A
coupling of the tll parameter to the degree of parallelism
in the contained SDF graphs, which is an indicator for the
available bins with respect to the data rate dependency, re-
quires further investigation.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Task scheduling to reduce power consumption has been a

well studied research topic in recent years. Within this work
we extended the SDF graph description for signal processing
systems with hard real time constraints to multi-frequency



Figure 5: Typical convergence behaviour of the algo-
rithm for an instance of the test design TD4.

domain graphs and implemented three different optimisa-
tion algorithms to minimise the required clock frequency of
the DSP and thus power consumption. The special prob-
lem formulation in the Bin Packing terminology enables the
implementation of algorithms untypical for task scheduling:
Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing.

The best results have been obtained with the SA ap-
proach, returning minimum schedules with satisfying run-
time. TS yields comparable results but suffers from impair-
ments regarding its convergence characteristics. The focus
of the future work lies on the improvement of the param-
eter settings of the proposed algorithms, especially for TS,
as well as on the incorporation of a complex communica-
tion model for the interprocess communication of multi-core
systems.
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